Navigating the map
There are different options for zooming in and out on the map and locating an area of interest. The zoom features marked with an *asterisk are recommended.

*To zoom in, click here and then draw a box on the map around an area of interest. The map will zoom in to the area you outlined.

*To zoom out, click here and then draw a box on the map around an area of interest. The map will zoom out around the area you outlined.

Shift the map left, right, up, down with these four arrow keys

Return the map to its original size by clicking on the globe

Click on the hand (pan tool). Then click and hold on the map to move the map left, right, up or down

Click here for return to a later view of map

Click for the previous view of map

To zoom in, click here and then draw a box on the map around an area of interest. The map will zoom in to the area you outlined.

You can use the scale bar to zoom in (drag the ball up) or zoom out (drag the ball down) but there is not much control over the extent

*Click for the previous view of map

*Click on the hand (pan tool). Then click and hold on the map to move the map left, right, up or down

Click here for return to a later view of map

*Return the map to its original size by clicking on the globe

Maine’s Local Food Network - Instructions for using the map
These instructions guide the use of the online map of Maine’s Local Food Network prepared by Lisa Ravis and Laura Teisl at the UMM GIS Laboratory and Service Center. The map application supports the GROWashington-Aroostook regional planning process which focuses on job creation, modern infrastructure, and healthy, affordable communities in the counties of Aroostook and Washington in northeastern Maine. More information is available at http://www.grow-wa.org/.